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Long March Space is honored to announce our representation of London -based Chinese artist
Vivien Zhang. We are proud to present “Codescape”, her first solo exhibition in China, opening
on September 8.
Zhang’s approach to painting is vitally grounded in the present moment, exhibiting a distinctly
network-like aesthetic. Using repetitive structures disrupted by carefully s elected motifs and
forms, her paintings resemble the visual experience of digital technology, the structure of
algorithms themselves, and hyperlinked connections between information. Yet the results also
retain an emotional core: by returning to her birthplace for this exhibition the artist is engaging
with half-forgotten recollections of childhood and traces of family history.
Amidst the gleaming, inorganic textures and errant swoops of color Zhang paints as a
backdrop, the origins of different motifs start to emerge: the gömböc, a self-righting object that
is the physical manifestation of a mathematical formula devised by Hungarian scientists in
2006; the intricate patterns of Central Asian kilim textiles; building blocks from the 1980s video
game Contra; peaches from a discontinued beverage from her childhood; or oblong shapes
reminiscent of mapping projections. These motifs may be simplified into a bold, logo -like style,
or sensitively rendered with photorealistic shading.
Zhang has suggested that together these symbols propose a “new landscape” — an idealized
space or an image of futurity for the growing number of people that traverse between multiple
cultures in their lives. In the exhibition format, Zhang seeks to evoke the experience of digitally
browsing through windows of media — as one enters the gallery they will encounter paintings
in layered rows. Not every detail is immediately apparent, encouraging viewers to observe
from both up close and afar. With the reoccurring theme of balance (and the la ck thereof),
forms that uncannily blur the line between the natural and artificial world, and modular objects
that suggest a means of construction or synthesis, Zhang depicts both the instability of the
present and hopeful strategies for resolution.
Spiral columns, which have previously appeared in Zhang’s work and surface again here, may
serve as a fine emblem for her practice as a whole; though inspired by seeing the Baroque
architectural form during an artist residency in Rome, her interest in the shape is not its local
context per se, but how it has been endlessly re-appropriated, spreading across the world.
Meanwhile each twist of the column and each interlaced layer of Zhang’s paintings hides more
secrets, more possibilities, and more discoveries.
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About the artist
Vivien Zhang (b. 1990) was born in Beijing, grew up in Beijing, Bangkok, and Nairobi, and
currently lives and works in London. She graduated from the Slade School of Fine Art, UCL in
2012 and from the Royal College of Art in 2014 with a Master's in Painting, and was a scholar
at the British School in Rome during 2016–2017. Zhang’s work looks at the idea of repetition
and painting as a site for assemblage. The artwork no longer serves as a place for the
narration or representation of an image or scene. It is where elements congregate and collide,
which may include context-specific motifs, residue from activities in the studio, or extractions
of previously employed motifs.
Vivien Zhang’s works have been exhibited internationally in the UK, U S, Germany, Korea,
China and Hong Kong, and are in the Aspen Collection, the St James Group and the
Swarovski Archive. In 2017, Zhang was featured in Forbes 30 under 30 Asia: the Arts. She
received the Abbey Award Scholarship at the British School at Rome, 2016–17, and the
Chadwell Award, 2014–15.
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